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i l rmore, it s 
425 00 needle u ng 
an a 0 
il ega use of contra ance . 
a s anyone is 
ing AIDS virus, increas 
i th the IV 
transmission occurr 
user. E 




ts, AIDS ion 
ef t to 
i capable of 
avenue of transmission 
prevalent is the 
nated needle 
9 ring. Recogniz is dead phenomenon, I on behalf of the 





the Senate Se t Committee on AIDS to co-sponsor joint 
ic heari in experts an attempt 
answer l ng quest 













do to help you 
AIDS virus in this 
of AIDS be 
stance abuse in 
ssed in 
A these hear ngs ill cover ion, 
tment and epidem 1 ica a of the relationsh between 
IV users, Senator Hart and I have encouraged the 
ers in re ing to these quest s to address the 
issues which are of icu concern to the 












tant ject, and made re renee to t lives 
can be s if we take ate steps and actions. 
I th k this s a ve t heari 1 and I certa 
1 to tes we re ing to hear 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: you. 
Our first tness morn 11 be Dr. 
r, representing Ha Free Clin 
Dr. Newmeyer, welcome k. 
DR. NEW!vJ.EYER: , Senator. 
I'd 1 to just five points this morning relevant 
to relat sh of substance abuse of of AIDS. 
Be I do so, it's t to clarify what I mean in 
my discussion 0 primary ri g s secondary risk groups. 
imary risk s, I mean the peop who are the -- the 
act ities which fi.cs seem to lie a ted the spread of 
i d sease. se re three in sex between men, that 
s sexual sex; econd, ing les for the 
f and third rece of b products ei for 





who became infec 
everyone e se, 
because of contact 
th at risk g member. 
The int to of course, is that 
Ca nia, we've main seen an c among the first of the 
risk g members, the homosexual and bisexual men. We like to 






1n a doubling mode , have to e that one to e 
rcent, that s doublings takes the same amount of t 
f to 60 
se S.L 
;counties, we 
rcen . S , when 
rate 
be al 
see rcent of 
some of these 
ndeed. 
sized 
Thus, the ep 
communities. Winning or 
c spreads i in different 
San Francisco i 
has very litt to 
Sacramento 
The se 
or in Shasta 
point to 
the batt 
ing or losing the battle in 
s that because of the 
relat ly small inc to date of AIDS among IV drug users in 
!2 Califo nia, we've also enj a re ative small amount of 
!3 secondary One of the two rs I've given to the 
!-+ , "The 
sents an argumen~ 
not have an 
User and S read of AIDS 11 , 
the contention if 






or to chi 
i 
s 
l men to heteros 
members. In other words, 










The sp to heterosexual women, three-quarters 
to four-fifths of it seems to have occurred from intravenous drug 
s ng men to ir female tners. L se, ree s to 
our-fi of the from ri group parents to 
22 
8 
tent that's our mot , we rea focus on 
2 ravenous ser nd a of dollars r c ita on 
that i l to more f 
4 in ted and to revent them from s ing their infect to 
ir sexual partners or their babies. 
The third point I'd 1 to make is that we have 
7 over the last 
armamentarium of methods seem ef tive in dealing with the 
lem of preventing AIDS among intravenous drug users. And 
10 i summer, just during the last two or three months, I'm happy 
to some it 1 res data which confirms the 
!2 efficacy of these ef s. I won't go through the seven elements 
in what I ink are the seven methods thus far have proven 
4 themselves, just ment them br f 
5 First of the communi heal outre rs, the 




and tell intravenous users, "Look, 're at risk for 
You be no i s at all, or not 
s, or t leas d ing s th b 
back to same 
s rti n avo ors 
You'l hear more about this 
Wi Iiams, my co league at the M i Consort to Combat AIDS, 
test this afternoon on that me But 'san 
rtant method to user who's still out on the street, 
instead of waiting that person to come into treatment. 

10 
communi itself to t itself inst virus, and 
' r outreach worker sf most of ex-users are kind 
f ex-users he r stil usi l to 
free 0 the at 0 AIDS 
Increased testing avai ili he s users to become 
h awa e of their sero status, as J Watters s it, "There's 
no a ists in the foxhole." When you find out you're 
seropositive, sudden you become a believer in treatment, want 
9 to go into treatment. You real are concerned that you want to 
l() it use of and get lthy. 
ll s of course, is availability or 
12 , not legal in Cal ia, but can be de facto 
rms of avail ili of sterile injection equipment. 
14 Final ~he approach of vans has proven 
l'i efficucious in New rsey, bringing a van with a ian, and 
with counseli , w and , with other materials, 
t sers in the s where ntravenous users 
So, we have of arrows in our r, a of 
ous s s r 
sefu in of reducing i of 
'' users. 
liJhat' s rea 1 just is ar, this 
i r nt I want to is abili of all these 
groups to work toge to provide a g city a menu of 
alternat s to t and risk reduct that can be 
se ted among, g the litical and financial constraints of 

12 
es sterile injection equipment less available rather more 
a i le to the user because a consequence is increased sharing. 
s been a lem You've to encourage law enforcement 
e not to bu le for le cause if they're carrying 
around a le of bleach, or if 're prostitutes. 
So, as I say, I encourage the formation of task forces 
in the count s or communit s to work together and establish 
8 common policy and common political pressure on their county 
9 s of rvisors to get effective risk reduction activit s 
0 r IV drug users in place. 
The fifth final point to make is that we mustn't 
2 forget are other aspects of substance abuse and AIDS. 
Not on is needle a means of spread of the virus, but the 
se of sta~8cS is, first of all, immunosuppressive. Heavy 
e of certa terns, heavy use of alcohol 
6 can weaken the 
weaken 
stem. use of s or 
al l can be a dis itor. You get , you forget your 
itions; t safe sex; you forget about safe 
e se; and becomes a cause of increased risk for AIDS 
s ccn ion. 
One of the thi that can done is encourage counties to 
q wo i ir gay and lesbian populations to develop self lp 
s. The most effect l in a ohol seems to be the 
or Al 1 s Anonymous model, and it's worked 
ly in San Francisco as a means to reduce risk among gay 
who substance abuse, ght have put themselves at 









SENATOR SEYMOUR: Dr. N you. If '11 
'just st for s orne st s from our Members 
I wanted to we Senator Art Torres in join us 
4 s mo Senator Torres is from Los Angeles. He has been 
out not on on issue of AIDS, but substance 
6 se as well. He serves in quite a number of capacities in the 
' 
7 ~senate, in part lar he is here today as a Member of Senator 
8 Hart's Select Committee on AIDS. 
9 We welcome you, and if you'd like to make some 
!0 appropriate comments, now might be the time. 
ll 
12 SENATOR HART: Thank you, Dr. Newmeyer. I find your 
13 ~estimony interesting. 
14 To some0r:e who sn't know much about the IV drug 
culture, some of stions seem a bit na , but we have 
6 start s 
17 You ment and sa perhaps someone later is 
to about s b phenomenon. I've read somewhere 
's not 100 percent ef 
Can tter understand to what extent 
a safe ? 
What comes to m is, like condoms, it 
s risk t's not ent re safe. 
DR. 's true. We can't tell folks 
that 're rcent free of risk if they rinse their 
workings th b L a condom, there could be some things 






, ways to 
in 1 
iateness that s 
the 
5 sure that we're i 
it, but it d t talk to the 
understood. So, there's cu 1 
here, and also feedback 
are actual being used to make 
i 100 percent efficacy. 
16 
6 SENATOR HART: Can you tell me, in your work in this 
7 area what of people who use IV drugs use bleach or 
8 take appropriate precaut s to and have clean instruments? 
9 DR. NEWMEYER: Well, the Urban Health Study looked only 
10 at the neighborhoods that we targeted heavily with the outreach 
workers. We, as I say, found about two-thirds of them were using 
2 some sort of sterilizat technique at least some of time, 
a two-thi f those, or a litt less than 50 percent of the 
!4 total, were usiP it essentially all the time. 
~1 l 
As far as 
r s 
sterilize ir works 
San 
Francisco , I 
a 
s. Peop are aware 
to 
're at risk, 
thod s 
ir own 
We down the 
t care their lth. 
you've got to make i ea 
s s their 
have to empower them with 




junk s and freaks 
do care about their 
and convenient for them 
So we thought, well, 
'1 a moral equivalent of the condom that you can carry in 












State 1 and 
c th 
SENATOR HART: 





is re s 
orne tate subs 
M 
le for giv 
ized 
i Th s 








federal governmen . we've worked 
Sacramento and Wash 
State is on record as supporting this 
Yes. I wou 
bleach and the 
emphasize, though, that we 
formation to the people 
11 are already intravenous drug users, and also the first thing 




for treatment?" So in 
avoid the virus to s 
SENATOR 
6 Chairman. A quest 






lent idea becau 
f r 
ways we affirm that the best way to 
using need s altogether. 
One r ques 
treatment. 
, if I 
we're al 







you get benefits not on 
Mr. 
sort of 
s "I want to go 
's 
will 
is obv an 
from AIDS but 
and benefits, but if the State 
double money, at least it cou add a litt bit of 
s , "Look, let's these monies e ial 





so, c attract ess of a 
areer as a user or dealer f 
e 
s and 's he ful. 
has to SENATOR second 
itical y sensitive ssues testi 
s your 
in for one or 
a test for AIDS? 
And second 
relative to IV d 
treatment program and 
users who 
ir desire to 
of the stion would be, to the 
9 ree they do not desire that, is it of merit to consider what 
0 wou happen if, when checking a program, part of the 
ram was to t to an AIDS test? 
DR. NEWMEYER: It would decrease the interest in the 
p ram have a sayi 




that when untested blood is 
untested blood. 













SEYMOUR of IV drug users 
te t DS having to a treatment 
c t swer that quest 
s. 
SEYMOUR: We'll sk someone at a later t 
c ar in area of education that perhaps 
s, if that's an appropriate 
isn't equ to go into the streets to 












person re force, s 'sa i n or, "Here, 
can he you. lem are having?" G 
] r them to say sha n or, I not 
4 ng to share w di in le." 
SENATOR SEYMOUR One ast st in that regard. 
Do find a s if ant number of current IV drug 
7 users going into r comrnun ty saying, 
11 , I shoot up, 
if 're going to , use a bleach sit, clean needles, et 
cetera? 11 
10 DR. NEWMEYER: Yes, I ink George Williams will attest 
ll to is afternoon. 
12 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Any questions? 
Dr. r, we certa appreciate your testimony. 
Thank you for be with us today. 
DR. NEWMEYJ:,R you. 
6 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Our next ss is Dr. Wayne W. 
ark, s Di tor 0 Communi Substance Abuse Services 
the San Francisco of lie Health Se ces. 
Dr. Clark, time to be us. 
. CLARK: in just answering 
the questions that Dr. r res d 
te. 
We' bee aki a wait 1 st now San Francisco 
f t month , and on a basis have over 500 
iting to into our treatment services are 
tential at risk to the ead or t the HIV virus. 




of a substance abuse treatment designed 
of HIV infect in State of 
an article from the New York Times which 
is consi opportunity r using substance 
and out-patient treatment programs to 
needle use and stop unsafe sexual practices. 
8 se two practices account for over 85 percent of HIV 
9 ran ssion and are usually performed under the influence of 
\0 ind altering substances. Substance abuse treatments can 
11 significantly impact the spread of HIV infection until an 
12 effective anti-viral agent is available. 
We need to go beyond the quick fix. I will not focus my 
!4 attention today other more common approaches to substance 
se prevention, such as client recruitment, community outreach, 
r even school-based ion. Instead, I will many 
other speakers focus their attention on the issue of educating 
18 1n publ Nor 11 I belabor you with statistics 
9 the read of the epidemic. I'm sure Dr. Newmeyer others 
20 to that. 
Inste I 11 present a strategy des at ing 
the drug addict's behav , a ect in which I feel the 
stance communi is e ial expert at. Substance abuse 
can be and is prevention for AIDS. 
At this time, most public policies for substance abuse 
re ated HIV infect are targeted toward primary and secondary 




e e treatment c 
~ fundamental reasons First of 
been shown to be t in 
6 injectable and other mind alter 
reduction of needle sharing 
dis inhibited sex is of first 
26 
ned many lessons at ion 
of The 
is necess we 1, two 
all 1 abuse treatment 
the continued use of 
drugs. We must remember that 
and r the influence 
e for stopping HIV 
9 ansmission from the infected to the uninfected. Moreover, 
10 
l! 
stance abuse treatment at risk seronegatives, those who 
are not testi s HIV 
t the unin from becoming infec 
ll also help 
Treatment 
11 interventions ensure this reduction by fostering abstinence from 
14 s, or we g even scrib non-intoxicating 
15 med cinal substitut s such as thadone for intervening with 
IV user. ts n the war inst HIV in tion 
the 
nt ervice . 
is a recent 
l ss, 
tr table illness. 
The s as 
anti 
nc ea e in awareness o 
and I'm sure 
nt demand for s 
that 
ces. 
si of substance abuse 
tisement in the one of the 
AIDS s to treat 
s tance , wh is a 
s s necess is that 
1 there already s been an 
rs of abuse which, in our 
Cali ia, has resulted in a 






availability of services for what ly are considered under-
health care consumers is very important, so the 
ava ili of tance abuse treatment services and the 
accessib1lity of treatment programs is essential to stop 
tance abuse and reduce of AIDS. 
6 Moreover, we feel this attempt is a realistic goal. 
ity treatment grants could be established in key areas 
x re the IV AIDS cases are high and where there is large 
9 concentration of uninfected IV drug users. Targets for these 
grants would be metropolitan areas such as San Jose, Sacramento, 
I' 
X 
Anahe , Los les, Beach, San Diego, Sonoma County, 
Fresno, Oakland, then of course, San Francisco. The impact 
of se service expansions would be dramatic and certainly bring 
iinto balance the imary and secondary prevention the primary 
of Institute of Drug Abuse and the Center 
isease Centro , nto n i ia effort. 
I'd like to 
works and can 
two examples of why I think that this 
In 1986, we received some funding 
the State for the deve of an out-patient drug 
nt program. Je Jong will about that program 
That now has served over 180 different HIV 
ted individuals who, without service, would have 
nued to have e r abu substances and potentially spread 
nfect 
Another 
re nt opened an 
i within days. 
le comes from New York City, where they 
tional 500 me spaces, and the were 









SENATOR HART: Thank you very 1 Dr. C Let me 
of que t s. 
was comment State needs to 
and you a the ifi goal as it relates to 
t rates. 
Could elaborate on that a b ? Why did you pick 
7 particular figure, and why do you feel that goals are 
x important in sort of overall strategy that we're embarking upon? 
9 DR. CLARK: We're current looking at in San Francisco, 
10 lin fact actually in our substance abuse area, of going to a 
retreat. We have set goals to try to the doubling that Dr. 
12 Newrneyer expressed from happening at least two years ago. And we 
13 are not doing a well as we wou like to. In fact, if you look 




rate n 1986, a 16 rcent seroprevalence 
987, we that we are in not reduc 
has occurred New York. Next it could be 32 
64 rcent. 
We fee that we want to set goals, look at 
s of ve lemented to manage se goals 
seroprevalence rates We l it's a ve 
The AIDS 
s of 
s is extreme tenac it's infected 
ink, is very Goal setting, we 




IV d user and did not have placement in the community. 
at $400-600 a day New York City, that's where his 
atment was. He was air he He some r 
place to be, and iture se kind of funds in New 
Y rk is did not spend the money, that we should 
be ing now, or years ago to prevent the spread to 
7 IV drug communi 
SENATOR HART: you. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Other st s? 
() Dr. Clark, you ve much for your testimony. We 
II iate that. 
Our next witness is Dr. N Padian from the School of 
lie Hea , Universi of Cali ia at Berkeley. 
14 Doctor welcome. 
DR. PADIAN Thank 
111 about ion, I'm going to take 
7 tunity to rev the epidemiological data associating 
ntravenous use the transmission of AIDS. 
9 'A.s of Oc r 5 , 1987, close to 3,000 AIDS cases have 
among women. 's 7 t of the total of 41,779. 
9 6 cases have attr to heterosexual contact with a 
~~ rson with AIDS or at risk for AIDS, approximately 2 percent of 
total. 
Al percent seem like a small proportion, in 
abso terms this number has more than tripled over the last 
years. That is, although relat distribution of cases 
remained relative constant, the absolute number of 






In 1982, from inning of the epidemic, 















cases to Center 
s drug us men and ir 
50 rcent of all female 
among women who are intravenous 
Disease Control have occurred 
users. In addition, 
terosexual tran ssion of AIDS cases continues to occur in 
this 
female 
Almost 70 of cases attributed to male-to-
th an 
rcent of a 




that ove 0 pe 
transrniss occurred through sexual contact 
drug us tner. In New York City alone, 
sexual cases have an avenous drug 
AIDS virus. source of 
also be most of the infection 
sties 
al cases attr to avenous drug 
7 use curred among Black and i s, and over 85 of 
20 
ses of heterosexual smiss 
s user a so 
sexual contact 
among Blacks and 
s. 
Current , 38 rcent of al lt adolescent AIDS 
cases have been among these same minority groups, 
whereas 
. s . 
acks and Hi 
at on. 
In addition to act 
terosexuals, intravenous 
ics comprise only 24 percent of 
as a reservoir for infection among 
users are also tant because 





less of explanation, the fact remains that whatever the 
ource of the sure, heterosexual partners of intravenous drug 
rs experience h rates of AIDS virus transmission. 
4 The of intravenous drug use, directly or 
sexual contact with intravenous drug users, has also been 
6 noted among prostitutes. A study conducted by the Center for 
Disease Control among over 1,000 prostitutes nationwide found 
8 .intravenous drug use and sharing needles to be significantly 
9 ssociated wi HIV fection among prostitutes. Similar 
10 findings have been corroborated worldwide. 
II I found the same to be true in a study I conducted in 
12 ::collaboration with Dr. James Carlson at the University of 
13 California at s. We compared HIV infection rates and 
14 :associated risk between prostitutes working in legal brothels 
5 prostitutes wno were incarcerated in the Nevada State 
16 Prison. In this s , intravenous drug use or sexual contact 
17 with intravenous drug using men was in fact the only risk 
sociated th HIV tion. Numbers of sexual partners, 
19 numbers of sexual contacts, types of sexual behavior, use or lack 
20 use of condoms were not corre wi AIDS virus 
ss This lighted the importance of 
22 drug use the heterosexual spread of AIDS, and the 
t that at this int in the epidemic, heterosexual promiscuity 
se probab contributes less to maintaining the spread of the 
25 dise se than does intravenous drug use. 
26 Finally, it cannot be emphasized enough that anything 
that promotes heterosexual transmission also promotes perinatal 
3 
3 
s to ir Ei 
ch ldren due 
be rs AIDS 
In 80 
tted 
use. Nat as of , 





















? Senator Torres. 















SENATOR TORRES: Doctor, I'm trying to figure out 
ct 've just to us f ause it's s con i 
me. 
When icate to us 40 percent of the 
5 terosexuals ich were in your 2~ s 
6 ,, refer to the that some of partners may have undergone 
7 abuse prior to their entry into your study. 
DR. PADIAN: Right. That's a possibility, although 
9 certainly we're trying to rule out. 
10 SENATOR TORRES: What percentage would you classify that 
II as a ss ili ? 
12 DR. PADIAN: Well, I -- based on the expertise of my 
te ews, I would say none. But the difference between 
4 terosexual t ssion between intravenous drug users and 
the s to men risk groups the 
16 partners is so str n, 's been confi in other 
7 s, certainly you would to entertain that 
s ility, even we do feel as though to the best of our 
i i we've ru it out. 
20 SENATOR TORRES: In terms of bisexual men that 
21 re red to in your s found the tran ss rates less 
22 than the IV users? 
DR. PADIAN: And the same is true in transmissions of 
lia rs and people \tJi contaminated blood 
t ions. 




SENATOR TORRES: What was the income strata, average 
ncome of IV users in your s 
ta 
DR. PADIAN: can't 
it was somewhat 
What s more, another 
? 
you exact f s, a 
the other strata. 
sting factor that I 
40 
6 to mention, is was about 50 percent of the minority women 
my study were in t the partners of avenous drug users. 
SENATOR TORRES: And were they usually living together? 
DR. PADIAN: Yes, almost everyone in my study was. They 
u were in -- it's not monogamous, fairly long-term relationships. 
7 
SENATOR TORRES: When you indicated 75 percent of the 
children who are in ted with AIDS are minorities, either Black 
Hispanic, are se nationwide? 
DR. PADTAN: Yes, that's nationwide statistics. 
SENATOR ',~.ORRES Are 
DR. PADIAN 
t have that at 
I think 
fi rt 
down by state? 
's available, although I 
SENATOR TORRES: You don't have that figure for 
ornia? 
DR. PADIAN: 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: other questions? 
Thank ve much, Dr. Padian. We appreciate your 
mony today. 
Our witness is Be McGee, who's the Program 
D tor for Bayview Methadone Program, Bayview Hunter's Point 
Foundation. Ms. McGee? Apparently Ms. McGee is not here at this 
Pe s she will come along a bit later. 
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The Health Commission in San Francisco has 
2 · re s ili for es lishing pol cies for AIDS 
services and ing. In fiscal years 1987-88, San Francisco i 
4 nding approx $18 mill f rs' money for AIDS 
5 education, services, and treatment. Additional funding is 
6 received from the State and federal agencies responsible for AIDS 
ams. We view AIDS as one of our priorities as we grapple 
x . with ing issues as AIDS crisis continues unabated. 
9 The problem of IV user and the AIDS rus is a 
10 difficult problem. We are trying different approaches to 
11 and educate this group, but I am not convinced that we have 
12 . found foolproof methods of education and prevention. 
13 We do not know if current education and prevention 
14 programs are h~v any significant impact on the problem in San 
Franc sco and e sewhere. IV users ll not take the time to 
6 hear a lecture on AIDS and its ion, nor will we succeed in 
ge ti g them to use a condom. 
Inc tal use of condoms among low-income 
14 groups is iscent f days past when condoms were 
red a bi contra method, I am not 
attitude s significantly. 
We would to prevent the devastating effects of AIDS 
among IV drug users is currently being experienced in New 
other Eastern cities. The San Francisco Health 
tment is conducting AIDS ation, for instance, among jail 
inmate , many of whom are IV drug users. Here again, we will 
o wait for the results as to the effectiveness of this 

44 
scious effort to develop culturally 
2 consistent 'theory and pract in 
direct res se to the clear and 
present da r of the merging patho-
ical drug culture." 
would recommend this report to this Committee for gaining 
7 insight into how drugs are impacting the Black community. The 
s findings can be generalized to other similar communities. 
The San Francisco Health Department also funded two 
10 studies to determine the attitude and knowledge about AIDS in the 
Black and Hispanic communities. A third study will be undertaken 
for the Asian community. The Black and Hispanic studies pointed 
the need for intensive education about AIDS in these 
14 communities. ~here is denial, misconception, and indeed 
15 disinterest in thi disease as it affects individuals and 
lies. 
This past Sunday, the San Francisco Examiner, in an 
lx icle about gang act i in the drug scene, painted a grim 
cture of teenage gangs and drug trafficking. According to the 
20 forcement officers, gang activity is on the rise this 
~ as it is in other cities in California, rural and urban. 
r 
ing the past two months here in San Francisco, there have been 
arrests near and around public housing projects. As many as 
jor gang are fighting to control the drug traffic in San 
sco. 
Drugs are an extremely lucrative underground economic 
ity in poor neighborhoods. All cash transactions, no taxes 
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One, reach all segments of the community. The Black 
iddle-class professional, for stance, is beginning to get 
sage and connection between sexual behavior and AIDS. 
4 are changing their behavior. Not so with the low-income minori 
populations. 
Two, reach low-income drug abusers with a message that 
7 is acceptable and understandable. Word of mouth, or as we call 
x it the grapevine, is an effective way to reach a population 
4 that's hard to reach. 
lU Three, provide education for the clergy, especially the 
II Black clergy, round the issue of AIDS. In San Francisco, 40 
12 rcent of the Blacks are regular church goers, and they are the 
13 mothers, the daughters, the sisters, the nieces and uncles of IV 
14 drug users. 
15 Four, dea with peer pressures that teenagers are under 
lb to experiment with drugs. We need to identify, recruit and train 
7 teens who are better able to communicate messages about drugs and 
IX AIDS than adults. 
F , involve tenants of public housing where are 
shooting lleries and trafficking is intense. ify and 
~ one or more tenants who will be responsible for education 
;~ and prevention programs in their building. 
Six, spread in ion about AIDS in schools, churches, 
ity centers, pool halls, street corners, house meetings, 
25 commercial establishments, wherever people congregate. 
Seven, make available visual aids, public service 




MS. GRAY: I'm not sure that I can answer that question 
ause, here again, we're dealing with a population of 
cu arly le, whom I see are getting into is 
at numbers because 
them, empl Many of 
no other alternatives, many of 
se youngsters are dropouts 
6 school; many of them are functional illiterates. They're smart 
enough to know how to do these kinds of things. It provides 
x .somewhat of an exciting opportunity for them to make money, and 
9 again, to help support their families, some of whom may be on 
10 wel re. 
I really don't have the answer. I think you've just got 
, tc in to work as intensively as you can to try to get the 
3 mess out that this kind of activity can have severe impacts on 
14 their future a~d that of their families. 
7 





you your testimony. 
lar juncture, we're going to take a 
inute recess, and we'll convene with Dr. Neal Flynn. 
a brief recess was taken.) 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: We'll reconvene our hearing, our 
witness will be D . Neal Flynn, who's the Director of the 
inlc for AIDS and Re ated Disorders, UC Davis Department of 
I 1 Med c 
Dr. F , welcome. 
DR. FLYNN: You asked me here today to catch up a little 
bit on what has happened in Sacramento with regard to the AIDS 










,•ncl thi'lt is a large number of infected infants. New York City 
warehoused on wards at present time because these 
i fiwts are laceable in foster homes. I see ut same th ng 
about to happen in Cal~fo~n1a if this virus establishes itself 
and spreads at the rate we ~l1ink it will among IV drug users. 
Now, we have polled IV drug users in the Sacramento 
rea. 'T'hey are aware that the virus is present. They would like 







use of IV drugs. They w1ll not do that, even tor the n:ns vjrus. 
And nurohPr two, they will not stop sharing their 
1 paraphernalia for Vuric>us reasons, so it leaves us with only one 
alternative for the prevention or slowing of the spread of the 
virus by IV drug groups, and that disinfection of IV 
pcn,3pbernulia cr, if it were seen fit, which I doubt that it will 
15 be, a change in the law making possession of IV drug 
16 pa raphPrn a 1 ia crimina 1. That might have sowe impact, though 
7 perh ar•s not i I' n~ not sure. 
IH If you'll look on page two of my handout, I've estimated 
19 c you tht:: nurr.b.;r of addicts that are in Sacramento. \·:e 
te one-half and one percent of the general 
l tion use IV drugs at some time or other. That amounts tc 
22 a w,nr 10,0 0 people in the Sacramento area cut cf one million 
ation. 
Jf we _oak at a prevalence that is a percent cf drug 
25 sers lnfected at 2 percent in 1986, and then it jumps to 5 
·r(:f·~llt ctt the Pnd of 1987, that represertts ar~ aCd1tional 180 
od~~c~s who havP become infected in that yea~. And if we follow 

2 
At a jected liabili a c s e f 
amento, it's astronom al. The tota 1 abili 
over $ 00 e f a ten r 
0 nfec end of is cen 
have medical liabili somewhere around $ 0 
le infec between now and 1991. That's a tremendous 
t of 
So with that, I d 1 to offer some st 
s that Ca i ia still has some time to 
of this virus IV users. We are at 
ew York Ci was about 980 in ifornia 
the virus. They cou not have taken the 
We do know about poss this spre 
and we do know at it is spreading, and we do have an 
tuni to s the s among IV drug users. 
to take a commitment to increase 
s 
vi 
rams to IV users that will provide for educat and 
I cannot be done the current resources o 
atment It's my op that 
th special funds for creat 0 
at on on s of their treatment programs 
r one. 
And r two, there s to be sufficient s 
reatment programs, 
to be enrolled. 
luding methadone, for all 
increasing the number of 
s in 
we can decrease the number of times that an indiv 1 
28 
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ast in 75 of cases, means to do something about 
yet It • 
DR. FLYNN I what my data say are, your first 
point is true. know that the virus is out there. 
The second point, do they know what to do about it, no 
.they really don't. What we asked them simply was if they had any 
8 ':of these things avail They didn't know that any of these 
9 :'things could dis in their materials. 
10 In fact, we took it to the laboratory and tested the 
11 ,materials, and found do disinfect on a less than one 
12 minute contact time. We've made provision ause we don't 
13 ,addicts are goi to rinse very long. They may rinse with one of 
14 these material it won't be very long. 
15 So, we to educate them on materials 
16 the virus, and r what circumstances, and then we 
ll kill 
to 
17 develop programs can he modify their behavior. 
IX It's one ng to know what to do, and it's another to 
19 make it a habit, to insert it to the ritual of shar needles. 
20 SENATOR SEYMOUR: you bel , Dr. F , that 
2l the qu st, most ef way to ieve that is through 
22 education? 
DR. FLYNN: It a start, I think the peop to do 
24 the educat are the counselors in the IV drug treatment 
25 programs. They seem to the best rapport with these 
26 individuals, and have the most access to them. They have 
27 access for several 
28 
s during detoxification, or sometimes for a 
28 
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Why it and spread so rapidly in New York 
2 i is a matter of at They do have a culture in which 
3 le shar is 
4 . indiv 1 may go 
5 hundreds, literal 
6 needles. 
more common more For instance, an 
to a shoot gal at which there are 
hundreds of individuals sharing the same 
7 In Sacramento, for instance, the shooting galleries do 
s !.exist, but it's a matter of ten, fifteen, twenty, much fewer 
9 ,people share those needles. 
10 It's a matter of mathematics again. If one of those 
les is c , and 50 people use it, the spread is more 






SENATOR HART: The advantages of suburbia. 
DR. FI·Y~-:N: Perhaps, but we do see the spread. We've 
seen it. San Franci co has 
nee of the 






e and the 
We've 
18 I think we have an opportunity to intervene here 




is the st here. an addict can do that, 
addict sees enough incentive, i.e., avoid AIDS, 
1 ' 1 ing to translate that knowledge into behavior. 
SENATOR HART: One other question. 
24 You ment someth about the number of sexual 
25 rs that IV drug users had in some study. 
26 How important is that? Is the promiscuity rate, or 
27 whatever you call it, s ificantly different for IV drug users 
2/l it is for the non-IV drug using population? 
7 
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DR. FLYNN: I think it is. I don't think we can 
2 iconclude that at all. It's ing to be diff lt to tell how 
3 much impact they th ir as it will 
4 difficult to tell with our programs. 
5 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Would you agree, Doctor, that they are 




8 DR. FLYNN: I 't think so. We began our 
9 1interventions about a year and a half ago, and I think they began 
10 theirs about two or a little bit longer. They can give you that 
11 data. 
12 I think their outreach program into the streets is much 
!3 more developed than ours. We relied on drug treatment program 
14 ;individuals to sserninate information. 
15 I guess I'm say is that we must give it a try. 
16 must try to s 
17 year that we can slow it, is a chance that we will come up 
IX w a vacc helpful, or something else that will 
9 end l t of virus a little bit more. 
20 Because for each one of se add s get infected, we have 
transmission to S I and if it's a e or a se that's 
n infected, we have in s who are born with the virus and who 
23 will in general die before the age of five. In New York City, 
it s a traves We 't to see so much in California. 
25 SENATOR SEYMOUR: I guess the line of questioning I was 
26 , I was i to termine in my own mind, and perhaps 







SENATOR SEYMOUR: We appreciate you coming here to San 
2 !Francisco to testi 
3 Is Dr. Donald Francis re? 
4 Dr. Francis is AIDS sor National Center 
!'for Disease 
6 Dr. Francis, welcome. We're really pleased you could be 















DR. FRANCIS: It's a pleasure to be here, and I commend 
'both Senate Committees for their interest in AIDS and the concern 
that they have. 
I would 1 to take an overview of many of the previous 
speakers, and I'm sure of the subsequent ones, in terms of where 
,~e in government need to move as a government responsibility for 
,i 
;the prevention of HIV transmission and ultimately AIDS. 
My theme that we have an opportunity, much like 
i:' 
. Flynn just mentioned, that there is an opportunity now in 
lifornia, in contrast to other parts of the country and other 
parts of the world ich the same situation, to slow if not 
s HIV feet in multip groups, the specific subject of 
is hearing being IV users, I think there are 
lear indications that we have an opportunity to a or 
But I don't want to g you just a feeling of 
i , whi hear repeatedly over and over. I would 
25 1 to, as a federal official, but I could be a state or local 
26 lie health official in the same context, give a feeling of 




,then you diagnose that i t th a fata disease, and you have 
te 1 the rents Not on do tell s chi 
3 a fatal disease, end tell ng mother "And the 
way, yuu don't much of an tern left the odds 
5 are you're to d And way, your husband who gave 
6 ~you the infection is also ite ill, and half the children that 
7 ;you've had in the last years are also in ted." 
8 That's a very difficult mess That's AIDS in the 
9 ~;inner city poor populations of New Jersey, the Newark area, right 
II It's not situation yet California, it 
12 clearly can be. There's no doubt from the data you've heard 
!3 HIV infec ion is real no different here than it is 
14 elsewhere, as far as where the potentials spread would be. 
15 Let me st s that I th are 
!6 rtant is ature One, is a Two, if 
17 is a prob , can we do some i it? If we can't do 
18 i it, there s no reason to resources away. 
19 But if we can some ng about ' what should we do? 
20 First, is there a lem? Human def iency 
_I v rus, or HIV, is a virus that in s st we n Center for 
22 Disease Control, 'f' l.~ we knew one case of is 
23 virus, would mob lize all of our resources to stop further 
24 tr ssion. rus t ha the ial of killing at 
25 ast half the it fects is a virus of a that we 
26 cannot deal wi It is a major 1 lls large 
27 numbers of indiv ls it s into their b system. So, 
7 
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So, is it a problem? Clear yes. It's a major disease 
2 is ef transm intravenous 
use and through rosexual at 
4 Can we do ing it? You'll hear from last 
5 .speaker today, I I data ink, some of the most remarkab 
6 regarding the eff acy of intervening in the IV drug using 
7 population. The data from San Francisco that Dr. Newmeyer hinted 
s to as far as if you approach in the street IV drug users, 
9 •somewhere in the neighborhood of two-thirds will start using 
10 '!bleach, and of those, about 70 percent will continue to use that 
11 ;bleach. 
12 That is remarkable. That is from a program that is 
13 :essentially just fielded without all the research data we need to 
14 know the most ive way to liver the message, the most 
15 effective way to ild stems to raise the 
6 consciousness 
' 
of communi to change a qu and dirty 
!7 ' 
that you can rvene in IV drug users. 
18 A bias we all is that are an immovable 
l) , that you cannot behavior. In fact, such a high 
20 ion are usi b that it will a major effect on 
2 sl if not s ing tran ssion. 
22 The stion is: Is there a will? Is there a will to 
s HIV tran ssion in the government of this country or of 
24 thi state? The major st is: Do we have the 11 to move 
25 on? 
26 I th can we do something is more me as on will 
27 than it is in terms of actical application of any public health 
8 
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So to answer to is: If you must use drugs, do not 
2 need s. But we to reali e the l number of 
3 s, that re ls must use s 
4 must use needles. And we to g the opportunity, 
5 and that 'is: If must use s you must use needles, you 
6 must also disinfect your needles between uses. This is a 
7 relatively simp to do. 
What do we need to that message out? Clearly the 
9 ithree things are: resources to do it; the resources to evaluate, 
10 'to do the research necessary to find out what is the appropriate 
il livery system and what is the most effective way to optimize 
12 i!that effect. And last is pol strength behind us in the 
13 field to allow us to out our programs, the resources. 
14 It is i :::red le to me, is virus that continues 
15 to be transmi users, there are 
16 ind iduals out who want to on the oral form of 
17 rapy, not intravenous as methadone, and cannot get 
18 into ams. It ust amazes me we are s 11 that 
19 now, since s disease was first recognized in 1981. Soon 
20 reafter, it was ized drug use 
21 disease. We are still mode where we are res sting 
expenditures necessary th all the fits that they may 
23 have of getting le off the travenous s and onto some 
non isk act i 
25 Clear we to increase methadone slots. That's an 
issue of when are coming to us, 25 percent 50 percent, 








Number two, besides the resources is resources for 
2 ',information and ion. The programs that have had their 
e fee , we know t to an extent, but we have not 
4 ,had .Lee different with a different message, dif 
5 delivery system, that's really been evaluated. 
6 The question you asked is how good is Sacramento 
i 
7 :compared to how good is San Francisco? Why is one better than 
8 ,,the other? And the question that you're going to ask three years 
9 from now is, how do you know these things are doing anything? If 
10 you want to dump this money and continue to dump this money into 
11 government responsibility programs, appropriate evaluation is 
12 critical. Tough to do. Tough to do prospective studies on IV 
' 
13 ~rug users, but they can be done. You can bring these people 
14 '!back in and eva ate their behavior. 
15 And las I hinted to before, the policy issue to 
16 ::allow us in the l sector to move ahead without the constant 
17 distraction of bizarre comments by multiple individuals without 
18 the support from above that we're advocating, that we're out 
19 re spreading sex, we're out there spreading drugs, when indeed 
20 what we're ing to do is stop the spread of infection. 
21 In summary, I think from a public health standpoint, 
is is a relat ly straight forward issue that requires the 
resources necessary now, there is one percent infection 
24 around California, and not to say we need 10,20,30 percent 
infection. One percent is bad enough, and that we in public 











tually approved, we're if people necessary in the 
2 ,programs those field in the next twelve 
3 s. The whole ss t you begin or the federal 
4 'people in r s and discussions of ing, by the time the 
5 program comes, we are fortunate if it's a two-year interval. 
6 That is a much too long period of time terms of 
7 ;response to infectious disease outbreaks of this magnitude and 
8 this threat to the society. 
9 I would urge that the process be sped, that there is a 
iO ~ay in which fairly and equitable money can be allocated and 
11 1spent rapidly, and accounted for so that the people get 
12 ~~appropriate accounting for their money, and that indeed emerging 
13 :programs be f lded faster than they are now. 
I' 
14 Thank 
15 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Thank you very much, Dr. Francis. 
!6 Any quest s? 
17 SENATOR HART: I appreciate your testimony, Dr. Francis. 
18 Can you give us some idea as to what dol figures 
!9 we're talking about re in California? How many millions of 
m do ars need to be this year? Does that money need 
2 to be phased over a of years? To what extent, if we 
~~ had all that , would it be used effectively? Do we have any 
23 kinds of staff can ntell ly use that money? 
24 I mean, everyone seems to be saying the same thing, to 
25 make a coiTmitment, but in terms of what sort of dollar figure 



























r~Jatively inefficient way to do it, I agree, but one which I 
h nl' ha:s to be done considering emergent situation and the 
rec:lities C'f po~ constraints from above. You have to do it at 
v:e ca11 piece it together once it's dowr. the loL:al leveJ 
t[lere. 
SENATOR HART: One other question I had. 
You used the phrase and Dr. Flynn as well: We have an 
oprc.c~un::_ty L.O SlOW or to Stop the virus. 
I underbtand "slow". I'm not quite sure I understand 
"stop." Does that assume some sort of holding action and in the 




DR. FRANCIS: Stop would be the ultimately 100 percent 
I think that's more optimistic than we can 
SENATOR HART: Thank you. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Dr. Francis, if we were to commit in 
Cc:liforrj~ ~125-p s million a year to fight AIDS through 
education, prevent and reatrnent, do you have any ideas on, 
one point you toucted on was accountability and putting in 
lac th se systems that talked about for evaluation? 
DR. FRANCIS: Yes. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Would you sh~re those thoughts with 
us? 
DR. FRANCIS: Relatively straight forwi'l.rn in terrrcs o:C 
26 lie health research to [lave grcups of individuals within your 







depends on how sophisticated our behavioral research was, how to 
2 rreach those lower 's more difficult to reach groups. 
Realize, eve 1 study, be it seat lts 
4 smokin~ or whatever, the the socioeconomic strata, and the 
i 
5 :!lower the age of individual, the more difficult it is to 
6 reach them. Indeed, in terms of AIDS, it's important to get into 
7 'the schools and have these people come out with the information 
that is necessary before they get into that teenage period that 
9 is difficult to deal with. 
10 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Thank you very much. 
II We have Mr. Jerry de Jong present. Mr. de Jong is 
12 Executive Director of 18th Street Services here in San Francisco. 
MR. DEJONG: Yes, that's correct. 
14 I fee have a tough act to follow, following Dr. 
15 Francis. 
16 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Well, you're welcome. We appreciate 
17 you taking your t to with us. 
18 MR. DE JONG: Well thank you for the opportunity to 
19 
I know that is going to hear and 11 hear 
21 immense amount of in ion and suggestions, well thought 
22 out plans for stemming this epidemic. 
23 I wou ask that the Committee remember that even as 
24 we ve been ta i today, that individuals are being infected, 
25 and that individuals are being diagnosed, and that individuals 



















Unfortunately in this state, there's often times 
:I 
2 ~~controversy in del ing that message in the language and 
3 s that are re to ific groups. 
Secondly, abuse programs are the front line of 




,any of you to answer a phone at night, and someone's calling for 
~~elp and desperately wants to be free of their habit, and tell 
il 
I' 
!]them, "The soonest we can see them is three weeks from now." 
9 'Every program in the city has that type of waiting list. That's 
10 
i 
:deadly public health policy in the middle of an epidemic. ,, 
Thirdly, I feel that widespread anonymous testing must 
12 ~e made available everywhere, and pre and post-test counseling 
13 ~lso must be available. It's clear in research and in theory 
14 that the proceEs of testing and education is valuable for 
15 individuals, to of an avenue of motivation for changing their 
16 lives. 
17 Finally, this disease discriminates. It is a disease 
18 strikes the already disenfranchised: the gay men, people of 
19 color, intravenous drug users. These populations have to be 
w afforded treatment is sensitive to their needs. And 
2 i iduals from those communities must so have input 
22 dete ing those needs. And sadly and unfortunately, that often 
23 times has not occurred ei r. 
24 And tly, I've got to make the point again that 
25 ~ubstance abuse treatment equals AIDS prevention. When we 
26 battled the toxic shock syndrome or Legionaire's disease, every 















educat We must 
there is 
78 
IDS prevention, but it's got people taking a look at ir drug 
2 nits and also now engagi 
reatment 
in unsafe sex as a result of 
4 SENATOR HART: Thank you. 
5 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Do you provide anonymous testing for 
6 those clients? 
~ MR. DE JONG: No, unfortunately we don't. Where we're 
8 ,located, Health Center Number One in the city here does offer 
9 anonymous testing, often comes up as an issue for many of our 
10 .clients. 
11 Unfortunate with all the test centers based here in 
12 'the city, there's close to a four-week wait just to get in 




drawn, and of c 
would receive i 
decision to be tes 
se a two-week wait until the time that someone 
results. Obviously if someone's making a 
i would be 1, just as it would be 
17 ideal with treatment, if you're running into folks on the street 
i8 doing the street-based education and outreach, and they ask for a 
19 treatment program, to be able to say, "You've got today. 
~~ You've got it th s week." 
21 Sad , we can't n either case, not for drug 
22 treatment or HIV testing. 
25 
26 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: What percentage of your clients 
st s testing? 
MR. DE JONG: All of the clients have made it clear that 
they prefer anonymous testing. Recent surveys from Health Center 





further ahead in re izing, you know, reali of AIDS 
2 an others. 
.3 I'm irman of AIDS and Substance Abuse Force 









President of the county-wide alcohol program administrator aski 
what their response was concerning AIDS, and alcohol is a 
cofactor because, of course, people become disinhibited on drugs 
,or alcohol and are more likely to engage in unsafe sex. That 
group, just at this point in time, this year, is beginning to 
''convene a task force specifically around AIDS and the alcohol 
issue. And we're how many years into the epidemic? And just 
~ow, the county-wide alcohol program administrators are 
I 
developing a task force to be able to get information out on the 
14 program to the~r folks. 
15 SENATOR SEYMOUR: you tell us specifical how 
b does an anonymous te t program work? 
17 MR. DE JONG: An anonymous testing program works here in 
IX San Francisco when someone will 1, and they're asked to give 
9 initials and a number, any number. 
20 SENATOR SEYMOUR: A phone number? 
21 MR. DE JONG: No, no, just two numbers. In r words, 
22 s , if you wanted to call, Senator Seymour, you could say just 
2.3 initials, or the in tials BC, and give a number of less than 
24 24. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: That becomes my tag? 
MR. DE JONG: That becomes your tag, exactly. And then 



















(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.) 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: We'll reconvene hearing. 
Is Mr. Les sent? Mr. Pappas represents the IV 
Substance Use and AIDS Education Coordinator for the San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation. 
Mr. Pappas, thank you very much for being present today 
and offering your testimony. 
MR. PAPPAS: Thank you for inviting me. 
Chairman Seymour, Chairman Hart, I want to thank you 
10 i again for inviting me. I'm pleased to be here and testify. 
11 I'm also pleased to be among the distinguished other 
12 :,representatives that have come before you to speak. 
13 Preventing substance abuse and preventing AIDS will 








some very differen and innovat strategies. 
IV drug users, ir sexual partners, and their children 
are becoming infected th the AIDS virus at alarming rates. Two 
recent studies of the infect rates in San Francisco indicated 
more than 20 percent of IV drug users now have the AIDS 
virus. However, this is a relat ly low percentage as compared 
to men in San Francisco and IV drug users in some Eastern 
22 cities, which are 50 percent and 80 infected respectively. 
2~ We have a un opportunity to interrupt the 
24 transmission rate among IV drug users in California. We also 
25 have a tremendous responsibility to act. Years from now, we will 
26 not be able to look back and say we didn't know what was 






























While it is true that the fear of AIDS may provide 
2 ' 1further motivation to stop using drugs, we must acknowledge that ,, 
' 
3 e vast majority of IV d users will continue to inject s. 
4 This o of treatment popu tion is the group that presents the 
5 :,biggest challenge and is also at highest risk for AIDS. 









" :!changes. The ability to impact behavior change among IV drug 
' ~sers was reported at the Third International Conference on AIDS 
i;last summer. Although IV drug users may continue to shoot drugs, 
'they clearly do not want to die, to get AIDS, or to give AIDS to 
their partners or ldren. 
Educational campaigns must be designed which utilize 
/methods capable of reaching intravenous drug users and with 
I 
message that will be credible and effective. For those unwilling 
15 or unable to stop the drug use, there are two main messages: 
16 ',Don't share needles th anyone; and if you do use someone else's 
17 le, clean it first with 
1g Some people will have access to needles and will not 
19 to use another son's needle. For those who do not have 
20 ir own needle, 11 kill the AIDS virus that may be 
21 left in the needle by the previous user. 
,, If these warnings are to be accepted by IV drug users 
23 and acted on, they must be presented in an objective, 
24 non-judgmental manner. These messages must be delivered in every 
25 ,location where we might reach IV drug users: in schools, at 
26 reatment centers, residence hotels, homeless shelters, food 
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I've brought one of our recent brochures, a comic book, 
i 
2 lthat we produce specifical directed at IV drug users. It's 
very direct, very simp , and been extremely well received. 
4 In fact, we hear a lot of comments asking for when the next issue 
5 
1or the next version is going to come out. So, I think that's 
6 ::another good example of the nature of the materials. 
7 ,, ,, 
I'd like to conclude by talking about the laws regarding 
8 the sale and possession of needles. This is an issue that has 
9 significant implications on the spread of the AIDS virus. 
10 As you know, there are State laws which make it illegal 




in a continued dramatic increase in the transmission of the AIDS 
13 virus. Because needles are illegal, the supply of clean ones 
14 does not meet demand. Under these circumstances, addicts are 
15 ,,compelled to share. 
16 Furthermore, as long as it is illegal to carry needles, 
17 icts will be lling to bring their own needle when they go 
18 to buy drugs. This means IV drug users will use whatever 
19 needle is available at the po of purchase of the drugs. These 
20 les are like to have been used by many other people, 
21 increasing the 1 lihood of HIV infection. 
22 Needles are not illegal in most states in the United 
23 States, only in those with the highest number of AIDS cases. 
24 Other countries are acting quickly to allow addicts 
25 access to clean needles. France and New Zealand recently 
2h suspended prohibitions against the sale and possession of 
27 needles. Of the Western European countries, only one still 











you 11 se is s. L s are i 
2 
3 
4 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Thank , Mr. 
5 st s? Senator Hart. 
6 SENATOR HART: I ask about mater 1? The 
7 comic book and materials have , are any of 
s ithose funded in rt by State? 
9 MR. PAPPAS: No, 're not. The State has idelines 
IO for materials that they will fund, and we seem to have stepped 
over the s in some areas this material. So, they 
12 will not a lot of the more icit, direct , we 
!3 effective materials. 
14 SENATOR HART Is it idelines -- I m try to get 
15 a on are line ? 
MR PAPPAS We 1, stance, are a set of 
17 S I I the r s, we're not 
18 able to use of 
19 Un ate I IV users don't under twelve-
20 letter are medica j I of us 
2 't ei r. 
So, we feel it's useful to use street 1 ' use very 
23 sic, simple language 11 convey the roes '11 
24 unders 
25 We can ta all we want but '<" l.L we're talk 
26 language is not under the rson we're to 
27 reach, then it's useless. So we're very committed to 

















The imary st~a to AIDS fection 
addicts shou be ir: r tion and 
l ' +: a r ~ 1 1 social 
4 r 
5 
ams are not the on kind of ion 
6 which deserve Resident 2 and centers are 
7 also required. Fur e s increasing the 
slots falls short of the sive counseling and full 
9 rehabi 1 i h1tion is required, e ial if the addicts are 
10 Also infected. 
II But cts in treatment arns are just a fraction of 
12 the total addict populat , as well know. Addicts jail 
2nd prison need an to have AIDS educat upon ir 
14 re ase, AIDS ation before ir 
15 re 
16 The IV c er streets s best s 
17 1 ex-addicts of the s tura i i can 
l g rate clo round cu ure cf d a ion, and 
19 who commands the respect and creduli [sic) of the s 
20 st. r~ Fev,: othe s ca in arcs. 
The tate ug Programs Office shoul0 
22 f~nancial ire, a c 
r sed substance abuse progr to tra all their staff 1n 
24 ti CU~TlCU AIDS Drug User. 
II all f 
25 p r.:;n s should be l stall rough-going AIDS 


























SENATOR HART: Yes. If some is a heroin addict, and 
come to a residential center, what happens at that 
re idential center 
4 MS. SHAKIR: Well, I'm going to -- I'm not going to 
5 ad ignorance on is question, but I've only recently come to 
6 ~ork for the MPRC, but I have worked with drug related programs !! 
7 the past. 
8 Residential centers are usually places where people go 
9 live and to detox and to relieve themselves of drug addiction. 
lU SENATOR HART: So when they're at the center, they are 
11 not taking heroin? 
12 MS. SHAKIR: They're not supposed to be, no. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: But methadone. 
14 MS. SH~KIR: Or methadone centers, yes. 
SENATOR SEIMOUR: Thank you very much, Ms. Shakir. 
Our next witness is Priscilla Alexander, representing 
COYOTE. 
MS. ALEXANDER: Good afternoon. 
I want to for inviting me to testify today. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Thank you for being with us. 
'lj r.1S . ALEXANDER: I 11 first briefly discuss the data on 
prostitutes and AIDS in this country, and I've distributed a more 
detailed summary th my testimony. Then the issue of IV drug 
us prostitutes, and finally COYOTE's recommendations on the 


























terosexual White men other ri s, most of 
2 rr been d agnosed now. As of October 5th, 
3 r, on 200 males cases fit 
4 luded a 
5 We 
6 11there are s ti against is route of 
7 :transmission 
8 IV use among titutes: IV drug use is very rare 
,] 
9 :among the 8 0 rcent of titutes who work off the street for 
!0 ~assage parlors, ls, and escort services, or independently 
II out of their s. 
12 As the 20 of tutes who 
" 13 work on the street, Dr. Don Des Jarlais, of the New York State 
!, 
I 
is ion 14 iD or Abuse Services, found a thi to half 
15 
1 iof 75 sti a New Ci ja 1 used IV 
16 Street workers in San Francisco believe that 
17 ince the inni of the AIDS of 
8 street st who use IV s I even as the 
tute dec st women 
20 are not add ei off street or 
! 1 _, rking as s itute . 
22 It is dif lt to wi 1 stud s ther 
23 this phenomenon s tric to San Francisco, or it is 
24 true genera It s also d ff to know if line 
25 number of street stitutes San Francisco is to AIDS 

























sti tub:::: are 
ing 




, and r s street 
aware of the need to use condoms, and are 
a ng from the 
i 
There are still some, generally younger, heavi 
add women, who l agree to not use a if the 
















condoms wi them. 
condoms wi their 




the customers are much less resistant to us 
, and some are even bringing their own 
However, women are less like to use 




of becoming ted, even if they 
ir works before sharing, or don't 
't use IV drugs. 
comment is CDC col study 
the 
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their lovers. 
to what we wou 
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6 tran s of the AIDS , e s 
7 to s. 
8 is 
9 ia and other states on 
10 confiscate to 
II They are also 1 i ate les of 
12 and/or as of 1 
13 ly s a confl 
14 publ health pr s. n San ssure 
15 of istr t 
16 i confiscat 
17 an a 
8 s 
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MS. ALEXANDER: se 
they were street prostitutes, 
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the sti te 
i 
rus. And 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: To 
ef 
of IV drug user ss 
MS. ALEXANDER: In terms of 
quite cooperative. 
is a very loose term 
a 
f AIDS to 
covers p 
lationsh lover f a titute who rece 
that prostitute is a p , or any 
money on a regular basis. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Not so the 
on street? 
MS. ALEXANDER: On street t var s 
the vast major 
and one woman. And 
60 percent. And 
to earn 
sorts of issues 
It's 
In terms f 















































And t s 
not detectable 
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5 is that Commun He 
6 Worker s imari 
.., A file of i the area I work I 
and r this wi 1 a f'. of the indiv 1 8 I .._l 
9 ,that I work th sical is between 30-50 years old, say 90 
10 rcent of are rna s, , not p into 
system, powers to be, circumvent se to be every 
u But nsist that ind ls 
13 a r to 
14 So job is to or job of CHOW, is to 
del ram is a 
f wh two 
17 tervent s be of: condoms 
8 ble 
9 We al 0 do some at 
i an i 1 I or 
tel an she can do sk, we 
22 are so th re rral I and even get an 
.ind s. 
it to s the lesser of the 
two evils? To to continue to have 
unsafe sex, and we do at al I or we of the 
traditional ls, ook into of the creat s, and 































ft at r 
user. 
Those kinds of dec is 
ser of 
The dec is we 
ramification. I'd 
not have it out. And peak 
me. 









But at over a 
Communi Heal 
to first two s 
and f 




















ifferent from us, I 
we re ta to 
i 112 
,I 
,10,000 or or or one. We an nvo in s 
epidernic. 
We a nd cannot t 
alone. We need he of and You re all 
5 affected. We re a 1 affected. 
6 What comes out of at is a sense of sa and 
7 ';secur If I understand a nd 
8 'someone has AIDS is not to me at risk, I can t a 
i 
9 
1 sense of safety out of If I know I can use a bathroom 
10 thout concern, even if someone who AIDS has used it, that
1 s 
II a sense of securi 
12 s a r to Not on individuals 
13 who get direct serv s' the so-cal wha 
14 What I've done as an to deal is, I 
leave my Market Street. 
!6 
'T 
'-'- go to Market we can at st istr 100 
17 ,p eces of i s 
8 r or not, I see any ions of or not, my 
19 sition serve We 1 a 
sense of securi We ll to 
omeone th us at r s 
,, And you sed, those s sti exist. Five 
23 or six years have folks say, "Yeah, if I dr 
24 out of that same won t I AIDS? 11 And at point, 
it's job to expla even that cou 
' 
he would 




















l th ourselves: do a 
intravenous want to ate lves intravenous ? 
I a who s a d ff s 
reference than m 's I st Take a at 
those kinds 0 issues, and be f th yourself, because 
will not be ab to extend serv s to those ndiv s if you 
head is not sc on ri 
Fortunate h s to those two 
phobias. Being an ex-heroin from Chicago, and i 
with many ls 
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at what's going on, and look 
a litt dif rent than 
whatever. Sensitivity 
Just be a litt more 
sensit to issue f AIDS norities, 
I chi and cont 
IS to 
roots, r at 
'm to cont 
rtuni I 'm 
ind of situat 
See I'm not 
th who irect 
s lect 
Committee to oi 
to the Community Heal 
the sav , I bel 
round leve . 
to distr 
to rema 
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We're go to to start 
i ttl~~ i fen:~nt 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: 
Obvious ve li 
been effective with the 1 ted resources ve to 
accompli Let me a statement I 
i 
I 
jquestions, and perhaps Senator Hart s as well 
I re and iate I I hear you loud and clear, 
~ot only your work, but your relat sh the some 8,000 
I 
I 





And I agree with you that I 
we don't relate 
I' ~~ever will probably, because we don t 
tl 




And on behalf of at least 
sent, I'm ~~onstituents that I 
~~ovement that you've reques 
II 




bompromise. We 1 
[, 
'I 





l~enator Hart, and 
Therefore statement to 
can 
il ,, 
/fpeak for myself, I'm prepared to 


















for h 1 , and I can 
move. But I 't 
116 
I m at a 1 i fa t I doubt, I cou 1 
all way over th eve ing you've r. 
So what I i s ve t i 
4 , proper leade create more movement But not to the 
5 entire pole that you re st 
6 There I the folks you sent, need to 
7 realize that, that somewhere we come r we make a 
8 'difference. 
9 MR. WILLIAMS: As a response to Community 
10 ;'Health Outreach s, are three of us, went 
! 
II community th the goal of stimulating community to get 
12 involved itself. Out of that came TAN, the lo AIDS 
13 Network. We occur as i iv , we come to meetings, join 
14 in the dial s. Last we d a lie set 
with City ials who came out and lis to the communi 
6 the commun li to officials. 
So r f that i s 
lX the ind s in are to have to some 
9 respons il thei ac s their , sure, 
't want to g ss that ld that 
alone 
Sure, ar 
Some st s, Mr. 't'Villiams. s ere 
iat o your con tant tells me you're 
worki so hard out the that 've an answering service, 
26 she's if she's le to hold of one every 
two weeks. That tells me you out in the f eld work , and so 

































MR. WILLIAMS: No. If I'm pushed to the 1 I d 
say that lation I work with, the entire popu ion s 
ch 
4 Let me i now. I don't mean they ve s 
I 
5 sharing s and s ing dope. But they are at least 
6 now inquiring about ion, okay? "Where do I to 
7 sted?" "What is testing all about?" "I want to get the AIDS 
g 'test." 
9 Those k s of situations come up, and I present this 
10 information. 
11 Nine months ago, you did not have that kind of concern, 
1) ,_ i you 11; you d not have that. 
13 rese I mentioned came up with three percent of 
14 , the indi v ls in the study n months ago, ten months 
15 ago, reported us or using b somet s every now 
!6 then. N months later, over 70 percent using 
7 bleach. 
IX SEYMOUR: That's signif ant. 
19 MR. \'HLLIAMS: Sure, sure is. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: You indicated two of 
'l c ients, as I recal words, were gent managed two 
_,, women. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Well, three women, r 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Does that mean one eman is 
25 managing three women, or two lemen managing three women? 
26 MR. WILLIAMS: That's one gentleman, and that's the 











SEYMOUR: Mr of our job, and 
,it IS obv ing be a s to 
4 ·:money, e So reason 
5 
1
I 'm ask these questions, I'm to f out how effect 
6 .you are. 
7 MR. WILLIAMS: Come on w us! Come on! 
8 SENATOR SEYMOUR: What of your cl le is 
9 ,minority? 
MR. WILLIAMS: N 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: N percent? 
MR. WILLIAMS: N , sure. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: you, as an ex-heroin addict, 
15 MR. WILLIAMS: Sure. 
16 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Do see others out to 
7 prov outreach s the do, 
8 are as success , less successful, more successful, 
9 you? 
20 MR. WILLIAMS: success on the effort 
21 ·individuals Yes, are. 
22 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Let ask st 
23 Could I ever i business? 
MR. WILLIAMS: You sure cou You sure could. 
The ing is 
cou th businesses. 


























IS some 0 s 
do t ki of outre 
I the street 
to ef You t 
to reach folks. 
We do presentations. At least one sen tat 
on in the Tender and at 
going on across San Francisco: the 
Market Street, et cetera, et cetera. 
So no, you may be very good with 
t two 
ssion Distr 
s and f s, 
We can use you. And when I 
can use you. You're very good wi 
around to other folks. We can use 
"use", I mean not 
SENATOR HART: Fundraising. Get h 
(Laughter.) 
You 
MR. WILLIAMS: Right! I'm working on 
So, everybody can f in, and 






So, it's not to do 
there are at least three 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: 
I I it in one 
stratas 
to mater 
, you held up the booklet, "Where Can I Get A Test 
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: Is 
MR. WILLIAMS: No. 




MR. WILLIAMS: most popular p 's j st 
2 !~aterial, now, not condoms and b ach? 
SENATOR SEYMOUR , materia . 
4 MR. WILLIAMS: The most 
5 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Most lar educational ece. 
6 r.} 
MR. WILLIAMS: Okay. 
8 The most popular piece at one time was stance 
9 '~buse and People of Color." But I heard that somebody objected 
10 to that because the word "shit" was there in the brochure. So 
11 now anybody's who getting State money can't be involved in 
12 issuing that brochure, the comic book. 
13 So the most piece at that time was 11 AIDS, 
14 ,Substance Abuse and M rities. 11 And r after I it was 
15 comic 
16 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Let me ask some st relative to 
17 po ve made it several times, and a number of 
18 i tnes-ses That is the ff 1 that have 
ing a j out there when your mater al, i 're goi to 
use State funds can't, let s , tell 1 't-l- It's not 
2 in the street 1 
Le me tell you on the other s The 
~3 other side, and it about a , some of the 
24 licat pieces San Francisco area re to 
safe sex sexual communi got hands of 
26 various citizens and organizat s throughout the state who found 


















isseminate your mater 
we can 
s, and we're 
a ? 
MR WI 


























MR. WILLIAMS: Sure, sure. But I've 
and do Meanwhi s in 
to meet wi 
services. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR so 's we're ho 
these hearings. We're to a le on th , and I 
.'hope, and I'm sure Senator Hart does, we to make some 
positive moves. 
But it's a real world that we deal in. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Sure it is. 
SENATOR SEYMOUR: And we realize that probably the 
!0 greatest thing we can do is be a source of funding and let the 
11 lks who know what they're doing out there, don't try to 
24 
12 'reinvent the wheel, a 
13 it. 
of good jobs are be done, just fuel 
14 But you've got to be able to cooperate with us in such a 
15 . fa ion we won't get our off as we move ahead. 
16 MR. WILLIAMS: , right. I'm looking forward to 
17 that. 
!X SENATOR SEYMOUR: Senator Hart, any questions? 
9 SENATOR HART It's been resting d A coup 
questions. 
21 One, 's biggest rnisconc ion about the people 
'' that you le up re is s of the dais 
other places, sort of establi straight community, 
24 have about cl s? 
25 MR. WILLIAMS: Let me s is f r t. 
26 You all just happen to be asking the right questions 




7 not a sis I 
I It 
I 't 1 II 9 
10 I have an a 
dif some 0 
th me But 
13 don't give me an 
14 to make sure that I'm 
15 is a 
16 rus. You can ust 
l7 ravenous 
19 So, 
do st to do 
21 I d communi 






28 us f 
126 
So, gave both of us an rtunity to di 1 a 
2 :lof that. And 's what it s al about. Isn't it's 
all ? s ? 
4 t's s for us to t first 
s . is going to do it . That's misconcept We were out 
6 !'there one 's It isn't like 
7 
:I For what we're do 
I 
! 
is likened to bas education. I 
8 ;bean, if you learn first grade, then you 
:• 
9 l~ouldn't have to go to the e grade, you would never go to 
10 ~igh school, right? It's no dif than this k of stuff 
II here. 
12 When I hear, "I'm not Get away from me with that 
13 shit. I 't 1 s. I 1 the meat to meat ling," 
14 "I've shoot dope 1 this 1 of my life, man, and 
L'i I'm still I'm still al , a t I? So I don't to do 
!6 When I , I'm I'm 
7 
18 of statements never say, no statement 
9 ever says to me more we are when I hear 
20 iv s ta 
21 And in, I a on my emot s so I don't say, 
22 ."What's matter dumb ?
11 Or "Doesn t know 
23 what' good for h ?" I've man to control kinds of 
24 responses and remember that we just don't 1 at the same 
25 Some of us 1, some p baseball, some of us 
26 shoot pool, some of us craps. You know, it's the kind of 


































:even had to change c s, because of s le of clothes that 
2 I wore, a use with a briefcase and a suit and t , I 
1 repre establishment. when cha c s, I 
4 d 't stop sent ng es i I but I stopped looking 
5 at if I the establishment. 
6 So, be izant of 's go on the community. 
7 '!Get to know the community. 
8 But Senator Hart, cannot be done unless an 
9 individual is willing to sit down at the same table with gay 
10 folks, sit down at the same table with someone who might have 
11 just fixed, okay? To sit down at a table with individuals who 
12 are di f rent ourselves. Until we are able to do that, 




lk, we can't do any of 
And that's 
s us an i to 
stuff. 
is all about. Education 
if an individual remains 
17 open. 
18 So my j is to st that. And I'm hopi that 
19 that's what the of all do, st ate in ion 
20 gathering and gathering the whole issue. Please 
21 do that, please do 
SENATOR HART: Is k of network of what I 
23 would call, for want of a better term, street activists like 
24 yourself around state or around the nat ? I mean, all the 
25 l health off ers have these conferences 



















So some meet to 
from 
SENATOR HART s an Jose, or 
i a to 're 
MR. WILLIA1'~1!S: , sure, sure As a matter of , as 
So 
n re were 
Sacramento, 
, even 
, right is 
SENATOR HART: last 
House. ta 
sen tat San Jose, 
sen tat s Los 
of 
was 're 
tell us ust a 













And so, upon hiring, they just submitted, or at least I 
2 !Submitted a resume and was interviewed and was hired, and was 
3 trained and sent out to the community. And to toot my own horn a 
4 little bit, I was very successful. 
5 SENATOR HART: I believe that. 
6 Hospitality House, then, gets most of its funding from 
7 1the government? 
8 MR. WILLIAMS: I don't want to say most of it. I want 
,:/ 
9 
1 tto say a portion of it. 
jl ,, 
10 SENATOR SEYMOUR: Mr. Williams, you've been very 
11 enlightening. Continue your good work, and hopefully with the 
12 testimony that you've provided today, and the testimony that some 
13 of the others have provided today, Senator Hart and I and other 
14 legislators concerned with this issue might be better equipped to 
15 do a more effective job in helping you to do what you do so well. 
16 Thank you. 
17 MR. WILLIAMS: Thank you. 
18 SENATOR SEYMOUR: This will conclude the hearing. 
19 (Thereupon this Interim Joint 
20 Hearing was terminated at 
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